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« Why don’t you call me ? »

Composing of performance: collective creation
Performers: Ville Walo and Kalle Nio
Music: Kimmo Pohjonen and Samuli Kosminen / Kluster.
Costumes and sets: Anne Jämsä
Light design: Marianne Lagus
Light Operator: Ainu Palmu
Sound design: Heikki Iso-Ahola
Sound Operator: Joonas Pehrsson
Video: Kalle Nio.
Old silent film: Aelita, Soviet Union 1924, dir. Yakov Protazanov
Production: WHS, Kiasma Theatre, Cirko – Centre for New Circus, Association for
New Juggling, and Centre des Arts du Cirque de Basse-Normandie.

Duration approx. 65 minutes.

Premiere: 2006 Helsinki, Finland

Ville Walo & Kalle Nio:

Keskusteluja
(Discussions)
Video projections, surrealistic situations and object manipulation
Keskusteluja is a contemporary circus performance by Kalle Nio & Ville Walo. It
brings on stage a juggler who communicates by juggling with everything ranging
from a book to a telephone; and a magician-cineast who interacts with video
projections.
Keskusteluja deals with the theme of communication. The intensive atmosphere
created by the video images and live movement is further strengthened by the
electronic accordion music composed especially for this performance by Kimmo
Pohjonen / Samuli Kosminen Kluster. The performance is almost narrative in its
subtle manipulation of objects, emotions, time and place, but still very open to
the audience’s own experiences and readings.
The performance’s strong visual quality reflects the course of time. Trough the
means of moveable projection surfaces, the choreography of the circus arts grows
into choreography of the whole stage. Images from an old silent movie are
combined with modern-time video sequences. Time and reality levels interlace
and mix. Identity and communication stretch over almost a whole decade, as the
performers pinned in present-day encounter the visual world that has been
chosen and modified from a 1920’s movie.
The performance examines the borderline between fiction and real relationships
by bringing on stage authentic voice mail recordings left on an automatic
telephone responder by a desperate young girl, who believes that the performer
Ville Walo is the man that she loves. In the rattle of the long distance line we can
hear her voice sobbing day after day the same words: “Why don’t you call me?”

WHS is a contemporary circus / visual theatre group from Finland, formed by
magician Kalle Nio, juggler Ville Walo and set & costume designer Anne Jämsä.
The productions of the group have been the propelling force behind the rapid rise
to fame of Finnish contemporary circus in the past decade. In the performances of
the group circus has become a modern, independent and constantly changing
form of expression that other arts, video in particular, complement. In the press
the performances have been called avant-garde also in the larger contexts of
theatre and art in general. The performances have been on the sharp edge of the
latest developments of theatre as well as circus.
The circus group has grown known for the artistic juggling of Walo that subtly
associates juggling with puppetry, and the scale of expression of Nio that
transforms visual arts into magic.

The group has taken their performances to more than 30 countries, visiting nearly
a hundred world- famous festivals, circuses, theatres and puppet theatres around
the globe: in Finland, Norway, Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Germany, Switzerland,
Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Israel,
Hungary, Poland, Croatia, Serbia, Slovak and Czech Republics, Ukraine and Russia
as well as USA, Brazil, Colombia, Argentina, China, Macao, Taiwan, South Korea
and Japan.

Performances: Waloville (2002), Odotustila (Waiting Room / State of Waiting,
2003), Katoamispiste (Vanishing Point, 2004), Keskusteluja (Discussions, 2006),
Puun syy (Wood Fibre/ Tree’s Fault 2008) Rautakeuhko (Iron Lung 2009),
Nopeussokeus (Speed Blindness / Motion Blindness 2010), Mortimer (2010), Ydin
(2011) and Double Exposure (2012)

Turun Sanomat 16.10.2006

Collages of Communication
Keskusteluja, the latest co-operation project of juggler Ville Walo and magician
Kalle Nio, is a challenging piece of experimental new circus, and therefore most
enjoyable. As the name implies, the hour-long performance contemplates on
communication, but also along with it, on a lot of other subjects.
The leisurely piece offers a total experience, in which Walo’s dance-like juggling
and Nio’s manipulations that combine with cinema and video projections get
impressive audio frames from the music composed for the performance by
Kluster of Kimmo Pohjonen and Samuli Kosminen. Surrealism and
experimentalism are the essential keywords to describe the mentality of this piece
of art.
The name of the performance works as a mere route sign, and when one follows
the perspectives opened by it, one ends up pondering on many kinds of
questions. A ringing phone – namely a land-line phone – and the situation of
choosing so closely connected with it form one main point of interest in the
performance. To answer or not to answer, to listen to your voice-mail messages
now or later, and on the whole, all that a person is connected to through an
object of communication called the phone, are questions brought under
examination.
In his terrific juggling act artistically balancing with a phone receiver and balls
Walo shows in a concrete way, how you can get tangled up in a phone line. In
another scene Walo manipulates a pen, a note block and a ball in a splendid way.
Thus conversation, communication, gets in the piece many forms ranging from
concrete to abstract and conversation means not just talking but also
conversation trough reading books or making notes.
The performance also displays an ironic comment on how conversation so often
becomes one-sided monologue for some reason or another. A telephone doesn’t
necessarily connect people; it can also serve to the very purpose of keeping them
apart from each other.
In a broader perspective of thinking the piece examines questions connected with
repetition and recurrence. Even Walo’s juggling is about repetition as the
movement patters of the objects are repeated but at the same time always varied.

The problematics of repetition are activated in the piece especially trough the
moving image.
At times the performers alter the appearance of the stage using movable surfaces
onto which video image is projected. The image is an old soviet silent film Aelita
that was directed by Yakov Protazanov in 1924. Certain scenes from the movie are
repeated, but they are repeated and copied on different surfaces, which causes
the scenes to multiply in manifold forms, so that they attain a whole new
appearance.
Terrific are especially the scenes in which the projection surfaces are in the
shapes of postures and gestures of an actress from the movie, onto which are
then projected those exact postures from the movie.
In this way the performance considers communication also as a phenomenon that
can be separated from its time and space and a possibility of connecting people
and places from different periods of time. The spectators sitting in the theatre are
in interaction with the old movie that gets so various forms on stage.
The silent movie is also linked with a clip of video shot in a modern apartment.
The character of Nio appears to transgress the limits of present time and space in
the theatre and move into the video image, thus appearing to exist in two places
at the same time.
Keskusteluja is a piece that examines questions related with time and space in
way that is intellectually challenging and rewarding. It leaves the questions
without answers, and it is precisely there that its magic and artistry lies.
KAISA KURIKKA
Keskusteluja. Planning work group, performers Ville Walo and Kalle Nio, music
Kimmo Pohjonen & Samuli Kosminen Kluster, costumes and sets Anne Jämsä,
lights Marianne Nyberg, sound Heikki Iso- Ahola, videos Kalle Nio. 14.10. Kiasmatheatre, Helsinki.
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Juggling about communication
The piece by Walo and Nio is a good example of contemporary circus
Keskusteluja, a contemporary circus performance by Ville Walo and Kalle Nio.
Music Kimmo Pohjonen and Samuli Kosminen, costumes and sets Anne Jämsä,
lights Marianne Nyberg, sound Heikki Iso-Ahola, videos Kalle Nio. Kiasma-theatre.
One could well start becoming acquainted with contemporary
circus by seeing this piece of charmingly minute expression but
great inventiveness called Keskusteluja by Ville Walo and Kalle
Nio. Walo is a juggler and Nio a magician, but in the
performance one sees a clever demonstration of what else
juggling and magic nowadays can be.
Walo’s juggling is a dance with an old fashioned land-line
phone, for instance. Nio is not seen pulling rabbits out of a hat either; instead his
illusions are based on playing with video image.
Keskusteluja is a rather ironic name for the performance. There isn’t really any
dialogue in it at all.
It comments intelligently the modern world, in which people exhausted by a
tsunami of information all shout out their own things, and no one listens to the
other. Communication is my voice sounding higher than anyone else’s – in a silent
train compartment for instance.
Communication and especially the lack of it is presented with exceptional wit
particularly in Nio’s video sequences. As in the previous success stories of Walo
and Nio, also in this one Nio steps straight into the video image and out of it.
This time we see a television in the video (picture in picture), in which an old
soviet film is playing. Nio tries to make contact with the heroine of the film, but
he has no luck – because it is a silent movie!
Ingenious little details are abundant in Keskusteluja. Walo’s innovativeness in
developing juggling seems to be inexhaustible. In the most cunning scene his
juggling props consist of a ball, a note block and a pen. The ball flies through the
air while Walo tries to sketch it in the block that also is in flight. Spectacular.

A juggling scene with a headless doll, whose limbs fly around in all directions,
is hilarious.
In its atmosphere Keskusteluja is the saddest of all the pieces by Walo and Nio,
but it still doesn’t fall too deep in dark waters, on the contrary, at times it is very
funny even in its serious appearance. The atmosphere is effectively emphasized
by the mysterious music composed for the performance by Kimmo Pohjonen and
Samuli Kosminen.
The stage is made use of impressively by building out of two-dimensioned
video surfaces three-dimensioned spaces that change as the performance
proceeds…
A vision of the impossibility of communication that is presented in the final scene
is inconsolable. From the audio track we hear about a million voice mail
messages, in which a woman is begging a man to call her.
The spectator’s patience is tested, but also rewarded. Something pretty mystic
is seen, and I dare not reveal it here.
JUSSI TOSSAVAINEN

Your answering machine is full, listen to messages – ”Keskusteluja” by Ville
Walon and Kalle Nio in Kiasma Theatre
15.10. Silvia Hosseini
The performances of this even internationally renowned duo Ville Walo and Kalle
Nio are usually called new circus. This is the name tag that also Kiasma uses to
advertise for their latest co-operation project. “New Circus” as a definition is,
nevertheless, somewhat broad and even misleading: under its umbrella a great
variety of expression is placed, ranging from grand circus trick spectacles to
avant-garde modern art.
“Keskusteluja” by Walo and Nio would on this scale be placed closer to modern
art. The spectator should not anticipate seeing circus tricks, although the
surprising scenes of the performance aroused amazement and admiration at least
in the premiere audience. Reporting all the scenes and the technical solutions
used in them would not do justice to the creativity and inventiveness of their
creators, you must see the performance yourself.
The performance consists of among
other ingredients juggling, object
manipulation, magic and moving
video projections in a unique mix.
The professionalism of Walo and Nio
in mastering so many different forms
of expression is astounding and
surprising in itself. The piece is a
stylish entirety that at the same time
entertains and awakens thoughts.
The theme in “Keskusteluja” is
communication and the difficulties it
induces. The personages of the piece
are drowning and tangled in
messages and signs. One of the
characters gets physically lost in the
pages of a book whilst another, a
neurotic suit man, is nearly strangled
by a phone wire trying to hold in his
hands the receiver, a pen and a note
block at the same time.
The performance has humour in it,
but the general tone is serious. Many
of its elements are in this respect
ambivalent: at the same time funny
and chillingly grotesque, like a
headless baby doll balancing on

Walo’s forehead.
The agony and stress that communication produces become the main themes of
the performance. It comments with irony on human communication relations, in
which the message so often seems to get lost in the flood of signs. The irony is
also directed at the human attempt to leave one’s footprints in the world, even if
it is through drawing on the floor with a pen.
So, the performance could be interpreted as some sort of a semiotic essay that
results in quite a pessimistic view on communication. “Keskusteluja” is, however,
not cynical, but rather sad as it ponders on the problems of communication.
In the core of the most interesting offerings of the performance are the scenes, in
which sequences cut from a soviet silent film “Aelita” (1924) become a part of the
performance. This could as well be said the other way around: the personage
played by Nio becomes at times a part of the film.
Considering the theme it is illustrative that the most intensive human contact
happens between Nio’s character and the female lead role actress of the film.
Communication works only for instants and even then only between a “real”
person and a video projection! The characters interpreted by Walo and Nio
purposely do not meet on the theatre stage, but stay as mute role extras for each
other.
The usage of a film also brings an interesting dimension to the significances of
the piece. The performance plays with different time levels, mixing present
moment with movie time. With the aid of the video projections the scenes can be
cut as if in a movie and thus is achieved a cinematically anachronistic narrative,
that would not be possible within traditional theatre expression.
The visually bare and simple appearance of the stage works as a counterbalance
to the abundance of imagination and significances. The set is minimal and
functional, it consists of a few pieces of furniture and a set of boards placed on
the floor that once lifted up, can be used as “screens” for the projections.
The boards are at times turned into three dimensional rooms, as parts of the sets,
at times into personages of the performance. The role of lighting is central for the
visual appearance: dramatic shadows repeat the movements of the characters.
”Keskusteluja” is the first piece by Walo and Nio to have a music that has been
especially composed for it. Or actually a soundsphere would be a word more
appropriate, since it includes very varied tones from organic and melodious
accordion music to different unidentifiable sounds and downright noise.
The very special music art of Kluster band by Kimmo Pohjonen and Samuli
Kosminen that could be defined as “electronic accordion music” is based on a
method of working, in which the sound mainly produced with accordion is
recorded digitally and manipulated with a sampler. The result is an interesting

texture of sound, which with the help of a good sound design becomes a
significance-generating part of the performance.
The audiosphere creates specific dramatic effect in the last scene, in which a
laconic automatic voice in an automatic telephone responder tells to listen to the
messages. In the messages a tearful female voice asks “Why don’t you call me?”
time after time, until it is drowned in the roar of the music.
The piece criticizes on the one hand the emptiness of communication in the
society of technology, and on the other hand the demand to be always reachable
at the end of a line. When one grabs a phone one seldom considers that the
person on the other end also has the liberty to not answer. “Keskusteluja” reminds
us about the right and need of a human being to have space of his/her own, in
which communication is not compulsory.
www.mustekala.info © mustekala@mustekala.info

…
”The quiet hum of humour
The central character of the performance is a slightly worn-out man, who
intentionally (?) resembles the male main character we see in sequences from a
soviet silent film. Walo is an incredible juggler, who seemingly carelessly, but with
extreme precision handles a note block, pen or telephone receiver. Not to
mention the white ball that does tricks also as a head for a drawn figure between
the pages of a book.
The humour of softly moving Walo is a quiet hum that surfaces stealthily. One fine
example of it is his duet with a phone.”
…
Annikki Alku
18.10. Uutispäivä Demari

Arts. A visual and sensitive journey, mixing acrobatics, video, dance...
Expanding horizons in the park of Marly
It appears that the Finns love alcohol and tedium. Undoubtedly because of the
endless nights and the winter. Incidentally, Kiasma [the actual title is Keskusteluja and
it will be played in Kiasma Theatre] of Ville Walo and Kalle Nio begins once the sun has
set. One needs the darkness to see the images of the silent film Aelita, made by
the Soviet Jakov Protazonov in 1924 and projected on a screen leaned against a
centenarian oak which stands in edge of the park of Marly-le-Roy.
Crackling. Blackness reigns when a silent figure approaches with a cardboard, in
which the sequences from the full-length film are reflected. A woman in shades of
sepia appears there. He flirts with her, as if his body would enter the image, and
slips a letter between her hands, before withdrawing and leaving her to her fate.
The black returns, total, when the two men sitting at a table rise and leave the
space of play. During this time, a recorded voice leaves a message on an
answering machine: "Why don't you call me?" But there is crackling on the line.
Motionless circus, between juggling and conjuring, Kiasma [Keskusteluja] is still in
construction. The two Finns are working on it in their country, but also in France,
in Cherbourg (in the Centre des arts du cirque de Basse-Normandie) and within
the Pépinières européennes for young artists, an organization taking part in
various cultural programs of the Union, as boring on paper as they are enthralling
in their core substance.
The Map program, for example, connects artists coming from the twenty-five
countries of the EU (to which join some Japanese or Argentinian, as invited
guests), who do pioneering work in expanding the field of contemporary creation.
Park in Progress is a public presentation their works in progress, held on the
immense and luxuriant grounds of the park of Marly-le-Roy. A remarkable visual
and sensitive journey where acrobatics mix with digital technology, video with
dance, or with a ride in a hearse.
[…]
by Bruno MASI
Libération, 24.-25.6.2006

Magicians can talk without speaking
The juggler Ville Walo and the magician Kalle Nio are very busy. They are leaving
for France to prepare their new show Discussions. They will return to Helsinki in
autumn, when Discussions will be premiered at the Kiasma Theatre.

Ville Walo and Kalle Nio are new circus artists. New circus is pretty far from the
traditional image where clowns fool about, dancers smile gaily and the magician
saws in half the scantily dressed woman in the box. The New Circus duo will not
saw scantily dressed women in half without good reason. For them magic and
juggling are instruments, and a performance is a whole where none of the parts is
pointless.

Partnership led to the world tour
The circus group of Walo and Nio started with Waiting Room, their first work
together. It was performed at the Kiasma Theatre in 2003. Next year saw the
completion of Vanishing Point. Together the shows hurled the duo straight to the
top of Finnish experimental circus. They began touring the world with their
shows.
But the journey to the world tour was by no means easy. Both artists worked hard
on the hobby in their youth and performed on circus school stages. Most circus
professionals have taken the same route: the hobby gradually becomes the
profession. Nio and Walo also shared an interest in video making.

Escape from traditions
Kalle Nio had worked as a professional magician for quite some time before, but
he gave up traditional magic with the new co-operation projects. Collaboration
with Walo combined his two passions: magic and video. He also left behind the
conservative magician circles where new approaches are not very welcome.
Ville Walo has his parents to thank for his career: they gave him a unicycle when
he was small. “I got to rehearse in a circus school space and I realised that I was
quite good at juggling”, said Walo. But he soon noticed that his way of performing
did not suit the circus. “They asked me why I never smiled on stage. I wondered

why I should – there must be other ways for self-expression than an idiotic grin!”

Words without speech
Premiering at Kiasma Theatre in autumn 2006, Discussions will consist of familiar
elements: object manipulation, juggling, magic and videos. But the contents are
dictated by the new theme of the show: communication and the ways people
communicate. “Someone said to me that there’s never any talking in your
performances. I decided to perform a trick with words but no speech. For us
communication is so much more than just talking. Gestures, emphases and facial
expressions contribute a great deal to our experience of other people,” Walo says.
Besides videos and projected staging, the two men will march artificial people on
stage. “It has been my long-time plan to bring on stage people that aren’t really
there. Now I have finally managed to do it," says Walo. They both hope that the
audience will experience something completely new and surprising. “At least I
myself have been surprised when I’ve watched our own things on video,” Nio
laughs.

Expeditions
But how can we possibly categorise circus art? The duo’s performances combine
magic, video art, object theatre, object manipulation, dance and performance.
Walo has lately been excited about puppetry but with juggling rules. He finds it
important to approach different art forms through juggling. “Our shows are
expeditions where we explore and merge different approaches. It has taken us a
long way from stereotypes.”
A completely new element in the coming show will be the music composed by
Kimmo Pohjonen and Samuli Kosminen's duo called Kluster. The new circus artists
welcome everyone to see the show, no matter what their motivation. “Just come as
if you were going to a concert or cinema or to see an installation. But if you just
want to enjoy yourself in a circus, you might be disappointed,” Nio says. Whatever
the show will be, the artists’ enthusiasm is enough to create a connection
between them and the audience, with or without speech.

-Petro Poutanen
Kiasma Magazine 32 -06

Potsdamer Neueste Nachrichten
27.10.2007

Astonishment in a digital manege
„Keskusteluja“ from Finland in the opening of Unidram (26.10. 2007)

So how about this: The ball lives. Only a bit bigger than a billiard ball, white, with
a black little face, it sits on the ear of the man in a brown suit and seems to be
whispering him something. What exactly, he lets us not read in his face – a secret,
an invisible tie between a man and a billiard ball. The man twists and turns
himself, the ball remains tightly clung to his neck. Being a friend, a burden, a little
devil.

Ville Walo is the name of the man who has the power to make white balls appear
so alive that one believes to hear them chuckle. Together with Kalle Nio the
juggler gave the opening show to the 14th Unidram festival in T-Werk. The two
Finns were not the only ones who had their premiere of the festival: also
professor Sabine Kunst, the new president of Potsdam University, was there for
the first time, praised the “fun history” of Unidram and wished all participants a
lot of joy. The patrons of the festival Jann Jakobs and Johanna Wanka let
themselves be excused.

“Keskusteluja”, which translates as “Discussions”, is the title of the evening. But
not without irony: because during the 60 minutes not a word is spoken. The
languages that both of the Finns use, are those of the body, movement, video art,
film quotations and music. The visual and the bodily are given the task in
“Keskusteluja” to tell about the troubles of interpersonal communication: about
the eternal dilemma that we always say to each other either too much, or too
little, or just simply the wrong things.

Distinctive to the art form of both of the Finns is that they do not examine
interactive dialogue on stage – not even silent dialogue: There is hardly any
moment that they both would address each other directly. Instead they follow
each their own stories – in dialogue with lifeless objects that through the playing
are brought to life. That offers a feast of object theatre with impressive
craftsmanship, just as well as a melancholic denial of the possibility of human
interaction. In the end, behind all illusions, we are for sure alone with ourselves

and our lifeless companions. While Ville Walo acts with his ball in “Keskusteluja”
and performs with a telephone a dance of love that in its comical tragedy comes
close to the great Buster Keaton, his colleague Kalle Nio is immersed in cinematic
worlds. The video artist, who also has won magic contests, can’t take his eyes off
an actress in a Russian silent film and slips himself in her world. He hands her a
piece of paper into the screen, and it fall then out again, he flirts silently,
exchanges languishing glances. In another scene Nio bears in front of his breast a
screen that shows him in a kitchen. Miraculously the artist on stage interacts with
the artist in the screen: as if he was interfering with his own past, in laconic and
self-evident manner. The stage reality and film fragments mix until they make the
audience’s heads spin.

“Keskusteluja” is a little aesthetic wonder of “Cirque Nouveau” – the contemporary
circus whose manege is no longer made of sand but covered with multimedia.
Worthy of wondering in its precision and its technical skills as well in the digital
media technology as in juggling. Also the stage – a table and two chairs on 20 big
cardboard sheets – is in spite of its apparent simplicity used in an admirable way.

In the end “Keskusteluja” is just because of this aesthetic perfection a multimedia
circus – not more and not less. A vortex of images, projections, tricky skills, a
feast for the senses, not for the head. The evenly interpreted sound leaves little
space for one to catch one’s breath and emphasises in some parts with its
whipping rhythms rather a certain Copperfield-feeling, than the delicate, often
also ironic magic, with which “Keskusteluja” actually convinces. Unfortunately:
magic often grows in more quiet places.

For the ten-year-old motto of Unidram – “metamorphosis and (des-) illusions” –
there anyway could hardly have been any opening show that would have fit the
thematic better. The T-Werk was full to the furthermost wooden benches, the
applauses were hearty and long lasting and people went out astonished. Just like
in circus.

Lena Schneider

29.10.2007
Maerkische Allgemeine

Die Tücken des Telefons
Die finnischen Theatermagier Walo und Nio eröffnen das 14. Unidram-Festival
JÖRG GIESE

Das Telefon ist ein wunderbarer Apparat, besonders für Verliebte. Ständig kann
man in Kontakt bleiben. Aber dieses Kommunikationsmittel hat so seine Tücken.
Vor allem, wenn es schweigt. Warum ruft mich der andere nicht an? Und warum
hebt er nicht ab, wenn ich anrufe?

Wie schnell die Distanz, die das Telefon verringern soll, unüberbrückbar wird,
zeigt die Theaterproduktion "Keskusteluja". "Gespräche" heißt der finnische Titel
auf Deutsch. Er könnte auch "Selbstgespräche" heißen, denn die Verständigung
mit der Frau, nach der sich die beiden Männer auf der Bühne des Potsdamer TWerks sehnen, will nicht gelingen. Auch dann nicht, als sie doch am Telefon ist.
Da jongliert Ville Walo mit zwei Bällen und einem Hörer, und vermittelt den
unglücklichen Verlauf des Gesprächs, ohne ein Wort zu sagen. Walo und sein
Partner Kalle Nio setzen ganz auf visuelle Zeichen. Damit waren sie der ideale
Auftakt für die 14. Ausgabe des internationalen Theaterfestivals Unidram, das am
Donnerstag eröffnet wurde.

Die Inszenierung ist noch am ehesten mit dem Begriff "Cirque Nouveau" zu
fassen. Jongleur Walo und Videokünstler Nio kombinieren alte Zirkustechniken
und neueste Medien, um die Geschichte einer verglühenden Liebe zu erzählen.
Der Bühnenboden besteht aus 20 Pappen, die hochgeklappt werden, um sie als
Projektionsfläche für Ausschnitte aus einem russischen Stummfilm zu nutzen. Wie
Erinnerungen, die sich nicht kontrollieren lassen, kommen und gehen die Bilder.
Nio, der in Schlabberhose und T-Shirt den müden Träumer gibt, versucht immer
wieder, mit der Frau in dem Film Kontakt aufzunehmen. Wenn er einen Zettel
hinter eine der Pappen schiebt, und die Nachricht plötzlich auch im Film
auftaucht, als hätte Nio der Schauspielerin das Papier zugesteckt, überlagern sich
Illusion und Wirklichkeit, ohne zur Deckung zu kommen. Denn im nächsten
Moment segelt die Nachricht schon wieder aus dem Film auf den Boden. Auch
Walos Kommunikationsversuche scheitern. Das Objekt seiner Begierde ist zwar
real, aber genauso unerreichbar. Er bleibt allein, egal ob er auf eine Pappfigur

einredet, während eine Projektion den Umriss des Frauenkörpers mit Buchstaben
anfüllt oder mit dem Telefon jongliert, bis sich die Schnur um seinen Hals wickelt.

Bei aller Melancholie bleibt "Keskusteluja" leicht und verspielt, überrascht immer
wieder mit neuen Tricks. Es ist nicht nur die Fülle der Einfälle, die diese
sensationelle Inszenierung auszeichnet. Sie besticht vor allem durch die
Geschmeidigkeit, mit der unterschiedlichste Elemente verzahnt werden, um dem
Thema immer wieder neue Seiten abzugewinnen.

Selten wurden Videoprojektionen so überzeugend eingesetzt, um einen Spielraum
zwischen Film und Bühne zu erzeugen. Gleichzeitig bekommen die klug
komponierten Szenen durch Walos Kunststücke eine starke Körperlichkeit.
Erstaunlich, wie gut mit Jonglage die Seelenzustände einer Figur übersetzt werden
können. Der Kitzel jeder Form von Artistik ist ja das Scheitern. Nicht anders ist es
zwischen Mann und Frau. Eine falsche Geste, und der Zauber ist verfolgen. Walo
ist als verspannter Neurotiker genauso kopflos wie die Puppe, die ihm auf dem
Kopf herumtanzt, als hätte sie ein Eigenleben. Er hält sie sich an den Hals,
verbindet seinen Kopf mit ihrem Körper, und findet doch zu keiner Identität mehr.
Enttäuscht reißt er ihr die Gliedmaßen aus, jongliert mit den Einzelteilen, setzt sie
wieder falsch zusammen und kickt sie schließlich durch das T-Werk.

Am Ende liegen die Pappwände wieder auf dem Boden. Ganz hinten sitzen Walo
und Nio an einem Tisch und hören die verrauschten Nachrichten eines
Anrufbeantworters ab. Doch das Flehen der weiblichen Stimme erreicht sie nicht
mehr, genauso wenig wie die Botschaft des Zettels, der vor ihnen liegt und sich
auf unerklärliche Weise von selbst zusammenfaltet. Hier wächst nicht mehr
zusammen, was doch einmal unzertrennlich war.

Wer die beiden Theatermagier verpasst hat, sollte am Dienstag zur langen Nacht
der Experimente kommen. Die Produktion "Odotustila" lädt noch einmal dazu ein,
Walo und Nio in ihre Traumwelt zwischen Schein und Sein zu folgen.

Unidram, bis 3. November: T-Werk, Schiffbauergasse 4E, Potsdam Karten unter
0331/71 91 39.
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Maerkische Allgemeine

The defects of the telephone
The Finnish theatre-magicians Walo and Nio open the 14th Unidram-Festival
JÖRG GIESE

The telephone is a wonderful apparatus, especially for those who are in love. One
can stay in contact all the time. But this means of communication has also its
defects. Particularly when it stays silent. Why does the other person not call me?
Why doesn’t he pick up, when I’m calling?

The theatre production Keskusteluja shows us how fast the distance, that the
telephone was supposed to lessen, becomes insurmountable. “Discussions” is the
title in English. It could as well be “Monologues”, because neither of the two men
that we see on the stage of Potsdam’s T-Werk has any luck in getting in
consensus with the woman that they both long after. Not even when she is on the
telephone. At that time Ville Walo juggles with two balls and a phone receiver, and
conveys the unhappy course of the conversation, without uttering a word. Walo
and his partner Kalle Nio draft it all with visual signs. Therefore they were an ideal
prelude for the 14th edition of the International theatre Festival Unidram that was
opened on Thursday.

The production is however easiest to grasp using the concept of “Cirque
Nouveau”. Juggler Walo and video artist Nio combine the old circus disciplines and
newest medias, to tell a story of a withering love. The stage floor consists of 20
cardboards that are lifted up to use them as projection surfaces for clips from a
Russian silent film. Like memories that don’t let themselves be controlled the
images come and go. Nio, who wears the loose-hanging pants and t-shirt of a
tired dreamer, tries again and again to get in contact with the woman in the film.
When he slips a piece of paper behind one of the cardboards, and the note
suddenly materializes also in the film, as if Nio had given the paper to the actress,
illusion and reality are layered, without covering each other. Then, right the next
minute, the note slides out of the film again and drops on the floor. Also Walo’s
attempts at communication fail. The object of his desire is sure real, but just as
unreachable. He stays alone, in spite of his persuading a cardboard figure, as a
projection fills the outlines of a female body with the alphabet, or his juggling
with the telephone until the wire twists around his neck.

Despite all the melancholy “Keskusteluja” stays light and playful, it surprises again
and again with new tricks. It is not just an abundance of incidents that this
sensational production shows. It captivates above all with the suppleness, with
which the very different elements are woven together, to reach constantly new
sides of the theme.

Video projections are seldom used so convincingly, to create a space for playing
between film and stage. At the same time the intelligently composed scenes
obtain a strong corporeality through Walo’s stunts. Astonishing how well the
states of mind of a figure can be translated into juggling. The threatening itch of
every kind of artistic skill is of course failing. And it is not so different between a
man and a woman. A false gesture, and the magic is broken. Walo is as an uptight
neurotic just as headless as the doll, which dances around his head as if it had its
own life. He holds it under his throat, joins his head with its body, and finds no
longer any identity. Frustrated, he breaks apart its limbs, juggles with the
separate parts, combines them again falsely and kicks it in the end through the TWerk.

In the end the card board walls lie on the floor again. Quite in the back sit Walo
and Nio at a table and listen to the noisy messages of an automatic phone
answering machine. Altough the pleading of the female voice reaches them no
longer, just as little as the message of the piece of paper that lies in front of them
and folds together in an unexplained way by itself. Here those who once were
inseparable do not grow back together again.

If you missed both of the theatre-magicians, you should come on Tuesday to the
Long Night of Experiments. The production “Odotustila” invites us once more to
follow Walo and Nio into their dreamworld between appearance and reality.

Unidram, until 3rd of November: T-Werk, Schiffbauergasse 4E, Potsdam Tickets
0331/71 91 39.

Rêverie moderne sur la solitude masculine
LE MONDE | 19.05.08 | 18h40 • Mis à jour le 19.05.08 | 18h40

L

a maison est en carton, les deux locataires patibulaires, le téléphone

décroché en permanence. Quant à la lettre posée sur la table, elle finit par se
plier en quatre toute seule rien qu'en la regardant. Pas question au premier
abord de rêver partager cet appartement pour le moins bizarre, mais de jouer
les petites souris fouineuses. Pourquoi pas.

Sur le plateau de l'Espace Charlie-Parker de La Grande Halle de La Villette, à
Paris, le spectacle Discussions, mis en scène et interprété par le jongleur
finlandais Ville Walo et son complice magicien Kalle Nio, déclenche un doux
sentiment de voyeurisme très étranger aux pièces de cirque habituelles.
Charme finnois ? Trouble surréaliste ? Entre théâtre d'objets et illusion, cette
pièce gentiment neurasthénique, présentée dans le cadre de l'opération "100
% Finlande", accroche de façon furtive mais imparable. Son détachement
apparent, presque de la froideur, à la mesure de l'absence de communication
entre les deux personnages, agit comme un film plastique sur les images
spectaculaires. Et pourtant, on est bien là, confondu devant les occupations
un brin autistes de nos lascars épinglés sur fond de tapisserie à fleurs.
L'art du jonglage est obsessionnel, répétitif. Compulsif aussi. Le type en
costard-cravate "jongle" tout ce qui lui tombe sous la main jusqu'à faire corps
avec les objets. Quitte à s'étrangler avec le fil du téléphone pour l'avoir peutêtre confondu avec sa pomme de douche.
L'autre gars en chemise molle est pétrifié d'amour pour une belle héroïne d'un
film muet des années 1920 qu'il se passe en boucle sur le grand écran de ses
fantasmes. Il remplace au pied levé l'acteur principal en se glissant dans les
images qu'il a trafiquées.

FEUILLE DE PAPIER

Au plus intime, ces colocataires ne partagent rien, à part l'espace, et sont plus
proches d'eux-mêmes avec des choses inanimées qu'avec le voisin. Leurs
circuits psychiques tournent en rond.
Pas un mot d'échangé pendant toute la pièce, contrairement à ce que le titre Discussions - laisse entendre. Non seulement les deux hommes ne se parlent
pas, mais sans doute n'ont-ils plus les mots pour le faire. La confrontation
finale à distance autour de la fameuse feuille de papier n'entame pas vraiment
leur impassibilité.
Cette rêverie moderne de la solitude masculine, dont le quotidien se suffit de
peu de choses pour survivre (du carton, une balle, un projecteur...), semble
refléter étrangement le blues qui contamine les jeunes générations. Défaite
relationnelle, repli domestique, mutisme.
Mieux vaut une marionnette ou une poupée qu'un être humain. "Can you call
me" (appelle-moi), répètent jusqu'à plus soif les voix sur la messagerie. Cette
litanie de SOS ne touche plus personne. Discussions a disparu de l'horizon.
Discussions, de Ville Walo et Kalle Nio. Grande Halle de La Villette, Paris-19e.
Jusqu'au 25 mai, à 19 h 30 ; dimanche à 16 heures. Tél. : 01-40-03-75-75. 15
€.
Rosita Boisseau

Modern dreams of masculine solitude
LE MONDE | 19.05.08 |

T

he house is made of cardboard, the two inhabitants sinister, the

telephone permanently off the hook. As for the letter placed on the table, it
eventually folds in quarters all by itself just by looking at it. From the very
beginning it is not an option to dream of parting this apartment, that is
strange to put it mildly, but of playing the snoopy little mice. Why not.
On the stage of the Espace Charlie-Parker of La Grande Halle de La Villette,
in Paris, the performance Discussions, directed and interpreted by the
Finnish juggler Ville Walo and his accomplice magician Kalle Nio, a sweet
sensation of voyerism is triggered, very foreign to circus pieces of the usual
kind.
Finnish charm? Surrealistic turmoil? Between object theatre and illusion, this
gently neurasthenic piece, presented within the framework of the project "100
% Finlande", hooks us in a way that is stealthy but unstoppable. Its apparent
detachment, almost coldness, in proportion with the absence of
communication between the two personages, moves like a plastic film across
the spectacular images. And nevertheless, one is there, confusedly facing the
slightly autistic undertakings of our geeky heroes pinned against the
background of floral tapestry.
The art of juggling is obsessive, repetitive. Compulsive also. The bloke in a
suit and necktie “juggles” everything that he gets his hands on up to the point
that his body becomes one with the objects. Ends up strangling himself with
the telephone wire for having perhaps confused it with his shower nozzle.
The other lad in a soft shirt is petrified with love for a beautiful heroine of a
silent film of the 1920’s that he plays in loop on the big screen of his fantasies.
He replaces on the run the main actor as he slips in the images that he has
tampered with.

SHEET OF PAPER

At a more intimate level, these cohabitants do not share anything, except the
space, and are closer to themselves with inanimate things than with the
neighbor. Their psychic circuits go around in circles.
Not a word is exchanged during the whole piece, contradicting what the title –
Discussions – implies. Not only do the two men not speak, but without doubt
they don’t have the words to do it anymore. The final confrontation at a
distance trough the famous sheet of paper doesn’t really cut into their
impassiveness.
This modern reverie of male solitude, in which just a few things are adequate
for everyday survival (some cardboard, a ball, a projector…), seems to reflect
strangely the blues that contaminates the young generations. Relative defeat,
domestic withdrawal, mutism.
A marionette or a doll is worth more than a human being. "Can you call me",
repeat the voices to their heart’s content on the answerphone service. This
litany of SOS doesn’t touch anyone anymore. Discussions has disappeared
from the horizon.
Discussions, of Ville Walo and Kalle Nio. Grande Halle de La Villette, Paris19e. Until 25th of May, at 19 h 30 ; Sunday at 16. Tel. : 01-40-03-75-75. 15 €.
Rosita Boisseau

Discussions / Walo et Nio
Un souffle nouveau venu de
Finlande

Ville Walo et Kalle Nio, les deux
protagonistes de ce spectacle qui apporte
une « chorégraphie » nouvelle au festival.

On pourra retenir la fin du spectacle Discussions des deux Finlandais, Ville Walo et
Kalle Nio, comme la plus étrange de tout le festival. Deux jeunes hommes sont assis
chacun sur une chaise devant une petite table sur laquelle est posée une feuille de
papier blanc format A4. Les deux personnages regardent cette feuille sans y toucher ils sont à plus d'un mètre de la table - et semblent se concentrer de plus en plus fort
pour en obtenir quelque chose. Mais quoi ?
Quelque chose de prodigieux !
La bande son de bruits électroniques et industriels est assourdissante ; on dirait
même que le volume va crescendo. Et puis ça dure, c'est long… A la limite du
supportable pour les oreilles. Des spectateurs commencent à quitter les gradins de
Sévigné car ils pensent le spectacle terminé ; il l'est presque d'ailleurs. Et beaucoup
imaginent que cette fin est dans le prolongement logique de ce qu'ils viennent de voir
pendant une heure : entre jonglage et techniques de projection sur « écrans »
mobiles les plus sophistiquées. Ceux qui sont partis trop tôt ne verront pas la feuille
de papier se replier toute seule lentement (très lentement) sur elle-même… en quatre
! Comme par magie, mais quelle magie ? Allez savoir… En tout cas, on sort avec le
sentiment d'avoir vu quelque chose de prodigieux, au sens propre du terme. Et aussi
quelque chose de relativement nouveau dans un festival de marionnettes. Kalle Nio
jongle avec un livre, une balle blanche, des boîtes en carton… mais cela n'a rien à voir
avec du cirque ! On est bien là devant du théâtre d'objets, virtuose certes, mais avec
un langage précis et une intention. En outre, la projection en continu sur des
panneaux de carton mobiles d'un film muet et noir et blanc montrant un couple qui
tente une "discussion" crée une atmosphère hallucinatoire particulièrement
efficace. P.F.
Article paru le : 22 septembre 2009

Discussions / Walo & Nio
A Fresh Breeze Coming from
Finland
Ville Walo and Kalle Nio, the two protagonists
this performance that brings a new «
choreography » to the festival.

of

One could claim that the ending of the
performance Discussions of the two Finns, Ville Walo and Kalle Nio, was the strangest
in the whole festival. The two young men are seated in on a chair in front of a small
table on which lays a sheet of white paper of size A4. The two characters are looking
at this sheet without touching it – they are a good metre away from the table – and
seem to be concentrating harder and harder to achieve some end. But what?
Something prodigious!
The sound track of electric and industrial noises is deafening; the volume even seems
to be in a constant crescendo. And then it lasts, long… On the limit of bearable for the
ears. The spectators start to leave the seat rows of Sévigné because they think the
performance has ended; as it almost has for that matter. And many imagine that this
ending is a logic continuation of that which they just have seen during the past hour:
between juggling and projection techniques on most sophisticated mobile « screens
». Those who leave too early do not see the sheet of paper folding all by itself slowly
(very slowly) together… in a four-fold square! Like trough magic, but what magic? No
idea… Anyway, one leaves with the sensation of having seen something prodigious, in
the proper sense of the word. And also something relatively new in a marionette
festival. Kalle Nio [i.e. Ville Walo] juggles with a book, a white ball, some cardboard
boxes… but that has nothing to do with circus! What one is experiencing here is
definitely object theatre, surely with virtuosity, but with a precise language and an
intention. Besides, the continuous projection on mobile cardboards of a black and
white silent film showing a couple that tries to have a “discussion” creates a
hallucinatory atmosphere that is especially effective. P.F.
The article was published : 22nd of September 2009
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Más otoño en
primavera
Una escena de la obra finlandesa
'Keskusteluja'. FOTO: Petri Virtanen
Martes 18/05/2010
NICANOR J, CARDEÑOSA
MADRID.- Día 5. Keskusteluja

– VILLE WALO & KALLE NIO -

Finlandia.
Domingo. Acaba la semana, está fresco y es una primavera rara la de
este Otoño teatral. Tocan los finlandeses Wille Walo & Kalle Nio con
'Keskusteluja' (discusiones). No tengo ni idea de lo que voy a ver, como
es habitual no he leído nada ni visto nada antes del espectáculo. En la
cola para entrar en La Casa Encendida, delante de mí, alguien discute –
cómo no- y asegura que "si no te gusta lo que vas a ver no vayas y
punto". Un chico muy alto de pelo corto y blanquecino no puede evitar
entrar en la conversación y puntualiza: "Es que esto es un festival y en
los festivales muchas veces no sabes lo que vas a ver, de eso se trata y
para eso están". Para eso están, tiene razón, entre otras cosas, como
revisitar lo que nos apasionó y asomarnos al exterior. La chica le mira
con cara de pocos amigos y prefiere seguir enfadada.
El patio de la Casa Encendida es pequeño y cabemos pocos, hay una
diminuta grada con sillas de tijera y, cuando me siento e intento cruzar
los brazos, las dos personas que tengo al lado se tienen que mover,
porque no entro en el hueco que me corresponde.
Salen dos chicos de la puerta de la izquierda. Uno elegante a lo Toni
Miró, o a lo Guardiola, que lo mismo me da que me da lo mismo. El otro
lleva una camiseta y un pantalón de pijama de cuadros. Ah, y va
descalzo; el suelo está lleno de cartones simétricamente alineados.
Empieza el trajeado a hacer malabares con una bola sobre el
canto de un libro. El libro se abre y aparece el cuerpo de la bola

que tiene pintada una sonrisa. La música es estupenda y él se mueve
en una especie de danza mientras va haciendo cosas imposibles con la
bola, el libro, su cuerpo y, a veces, el suelo. De pronto, acaba y el que
está sentado en una mesa con un teléfono se sienta en otra silla.
Al rato me doy cuenta de que la luz es un poco rara en su cara, como
blanquecina, y pienso: "Este chico es un poco raro", no sé qué tiene
pero... es un poco monstruoso. Casi deforme. Es como ver a un Francis
Bacon tomar vida. Lo que sucede es que tiene una proyección en la cara
de su propia cara milimétricamente ajustada y claro, a veces, la
proyección y su cara no hacen lo mismo y es muy raro. Es un poco
perverso este Bacon en vivo que no se mueve y se está
moviendo.
Luego, a lo largo del espectáculo su parte consistirá en jugar con una
proyección de cine mudo, que se hace visible sobre pantallas que son los
cartones levantados que van creando una prestidigitación muy original y
muy bella. Él entra y sale de la imagen, le entrega una carta a la mujer
de la película y ella se la devuelve. Hay cosas que ya están vistas, pero
están hechas de otra forma. Son ocurrentes, son entretenidas y
son... desazonadoras. A veces, es como estar rodeados de cadáveres
que se mueven.
No me atrevo a llamarlos fantasmas, porque sería una simplificación
conceptual. Su compañero termina haciendo malabares con dos bolas y
el teléfono: acaba estrangulado por el cordón. Hay un punto de
perfección en ambos y un punto de soledad en ambos, que hacen
extremadamente bellos sus movimientos levantando y bajando cartones
con tanta suavidad que es, a veces, el propio viento de sus pasos el que
modifica el paisaje. Simplicidad, armonía, sutileza y trabajo, mucho
trabajo, en una propuesta arropada por una música y unos
técnicos exquisitos. Como el cadáver.
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More autumn in
spring
A scene from the Finnish work
'Keskusteluja'. PHOTO: Petri Virtanen
Tuesday 18/05/2010
NICANOR J, CARDEÑOSA
MADRID.- Day 5. Keskusteluja

– VILLE WALO & KALLE NIO -

Finlandia.
Sunday. The week is just beginning, it’s fresh and it’s a rare spring in
this theatrical Autumn [Festival de Otoño en Primavera]. The Finns Ville
Walo & Kalle Nio are playing 'Keskusteluja' (discussions). I have no idea
what I'm going to see, as usual I have not read anything or seen
anything before the show. In the line to enter La Casa Encendida, in
front of me, someone discusses – of course– stating that "if you don’t
like what you are going to see do not go, period". A very tall, very blond
guy with short hair can’t avoid getting into the conversation and points
out: "This is a festival and at festivals you often don’t know what you'll
see, that’s it and that’s why they exist." For that they exist, that’s true,
among other things, like revisiting what we love and reaching outside.
She looks at him sourly, preferring to stay angry.
The courtyard of the Casa Encendida is small and just a few of us fit in,
there is a tiny elevation platform with folding chairs and when I sit and
try to cross my arms, the two people that sit next to me must move,
because I don’t fit in the slot meant for me.
Two boys come out through the door on the left. One is elegant like Toni
Miró, or like Guardiola, who seem just the same to me. The other is
wearing a t-shirt and plaid pyjama pants. Oh, and going barefoot; the
ground is full of cardboards symmetrically aligned. The well-dressed
one begins to juggle a ball on the edge of a book. The book is
opened and we see the body of the ball that has a smile painted

on it. The music is astonishing and he moves in a sort of dance while
doing impossible things with the ball, the book, his body, and at times,
the ground. Suddenly, he finishes and the one sitting at a table with a
phone sits in another chair.
After a while I realize that the light is a bit strange in his face, like very
pale, and think: "This guy is a bit weird," I do not know what it is but ...
it’s a bit monstrous. Almost deformed. It's like watching a Francis Bacon
come to life. What happens is that he has a projection of his own face on
his face minutely placed and clear, at times, the projection and his face
are not doing the same things and it’s very uncommon. It’s a bit
perverse this living Bacon that’s not moving and yet moves.
Then, throughout the show his part consists of playing with a silent film
projection, which becomes visible on screens that are the erected
cardboards that create a very original and very beautiful magic. He
enters and leaves the image, he gives a letter to the woman in the
movie and she returns it. There are things that have been seen, but they
are done differently. They are witty, they are entertaining and they
are ... distressing. Sometimes it's like being surrounded by corpses
that move.
I dare not call them ghosts, because it would be a conceptual
simplification. His companion finishes juggling two balls and the phone:
it ends with being strangled by the cord. There is a point of perfection in
both point and a loneliness in both, which makes their movements
extremely beautiful as they are raising and lowering the cardboards so
softly that it’s, sometimes, the wind out of their steps that modifies the
landscape. Simplicity, harmony, subtlety and work, hard work, in a
presentation embellished with exquisite music and technique.
Like the cadaver.

Keskusteluja - Previous performance tour examples:
Theatre festivals
Kuandu Arts Festival, Taipei, Taiwan (2011)
Festival Internacional De Londrina, Londrina, Brazil (2011)
MIT 2011 – Mostra Internacional de Teatro Brasilia, Brazil (2011)
Festival de Otoño, Madrid, Spain (2010)
Gogol Fest, Kiev, Ukraine (2009)
Festival Okno, Kana Theatre, Szczecin, Poland (2008)
Suwon Hwaseong Fortress Theater Festival, Korea (2008)
Festival Iberoamericano de Teatro de Bogota, Colombia (2008)
Unidram Festival, Potsdam, Germany (2007)
Bitef, Belgrad, Serbia (2007)
Pepinieres, Abbaye de Neumünster, Luxembourg (2007)
Waves, Vordingborg, Denmark (2007)

Puppet theatre festivals
The XXVth International Festival of Puppetry Art, Bielsko-Biała, Poland (2012)
Festival Internacional De Teatro De Animação, Florianopolis, Brazil (2011)
Incanti puppet festival in Turin, Italy (2010)
A Tarumba Teatro de Marionetas, Lisbon, Portugal (2010)
Festival Tirimundi, Segovia, Spain (2010)
Festival Mondial des Théâtres de Marionnettes, Charleville-Mézières, France (2009)
Internationales Figuren Theater Festival, Nuremberg, Germany (2007)

Circus festivals
Festival Furies, Chalon en Champagne, France (2008)
Saison Finlandais, Parc de la Villette, Paris, France (2008)
Festival Novog Cirkusa, Zagreb, Croatia (2007)

Theatres
PôleJeunePublic, TPM, Le Revest-les-Eaux, France (2011)
SESC Santana, Sao Paulo, Brazil (2011)
Vila do Conde, Portugal (2009)
Le Volcan Scene National, Le Havre, France (2009)
Kumu theatre, Museum of contemporary art, Tallinn, Estonia (2008)
Maison du Savoir, St Laurent de Neste, France (2008)
Centre des Arts du Cirque de Basse-Normandie, Cherbourg, France (2006)

Technical Rider

KESKUSTELUJA
STAFF ON TOUR

2 actors – 3 technicians – 1 promoter

STAGE

Dimensions required
The minimum dimensions of stage are:
Height: 5 meters minimum
Width: 8 meters (10 meters from wall to wall)
Depth: 12 meters (10 meters minimum to back wall or curtain)
No more than 1% tilt of floor
Stage masking
- black curtains that cover back wall, or a black back wall
- preferably a black floor
The stage must be able to be darkened completely.
- intercom between back stage or wing and lighting board
The projection will come from back of the theatre behind/over the audience and
from the corner of front-stage. The front stage projector is 20-30 cm high,
measured from the level of stage floor (consider possible partial prevention of
stage visibility to some of front audience seats).
The set up begins one day before the first performance.

SET

Cardboards are sent by the company as cargo.
(If customs regulations prevent transportation, the card- boards can be
ordered directly by the venue according to these measurements and
specifications: 35 cardboard sheets of size 140cm x 225cm, thickness
7 mm, 2 wave layers, wave stripes lengthwise.)
- 3 rolls (70 m) of matte black gaffer tape (width 5 cm)
- 50 m thin white tape (paper or plastic)

PROJECTORS

Video projectors (2) will be supplied by the company.
- Direct electricity (not from dimmer) for both of the video projectors and for
shutters. One to downstage left (2 schuko sockets), and second in centre of the
back of the theatre, behind/over the audience (2 schuko sockets).
- Direct electricity (5 schuko sockets) for computers in FOH.

LIGHTING

Lighting equipment
- Lighting board with memory
- 48 ch min. a´2kW, (or 44 ch a´2kW and 2 ch a´5kW)
- Preferred rigging height 5.5m except for channels 16,17 and 19 which are hung
from height of approximately 3m. They can also be on stands if free space on
floor between stage set and the stands is minimum 60cm.
- Three stands to support one profile each on approximate height of 1.5m.
DMX:
- A 5pin DMX feed to downstage left (for a shutter of a video projector.)
- A 5pin DMX feed to behind/over the audience (for a shutter of a video projector.)
- Control (light control desk) in FOH, 5pin DMX input and 3 electrical feeds.
Lanterns:
20 x Profile 1kW (with shutters)
10 of them 50 degrees
10 of them 36 degrees
2 x Fresnel 5kW (with barn doors)
(-can possibly be replaced with 4 x Fresnel 2kW)
2 x Fresnel 2kW (with barn doors)
21 x Fresnel 1kW (with barn doors)
2 x Fresnel 650W (with barn doors)
- black aluminium tape and black wrap for focusing

SOUND SYSTEM

- Quality PA-system, big enough for dynamic power and coverage for
the venue. Full range speakers and separate subbass-speakers for
strong low end. Well-known manufacturers preferred – L’acoustics,
d&b, EV, Eaw, Nexo etc.
- 2 monitor speakers, from 2 aux sends.
- 4 quality full range speakers (like Nexo PS15) for surround sound
effects, 2 to the centre of the venue, 2 to the back. Preferably rigged
or on stands. Sends from the mixer subgroups 1-4. If the venue
capacity is over 500, 2 more speakers are needed.
- Minimum 16-channel good quality mixing desk, must have 4-way
channel EQ, 6 auxiliary sends and minimum 4 subgroups.
- Stereo master 31-band EQ, separate EQ also for possible sends for
front fills, central cluster etc.
- 3 effect processors (Lexicon, TC or Yamaha). Note: these outboard
effects are needed even in the case of inboard effects of a digital

mixer.
- Professional standard CD-player (sound testing and back-up)
- 4 active DI-boxes (BSS preferred). The sound for the performance
comes from a computer trough a M-Audio Firewire interface and this
needs to be connected to the FOH mixing desk with the DI-boxes or
when possible straight with 4 pcs of 1/4 inch jack-to-jack cables.
- 1 wireless UHF microphone system (Shure, AKG, Sennheiser) with a
beltpack and a small lavalier pickup.
DISCUSSIONS – INPUT LIST
1. Computer 1 (Main L)
2. Computer 2 (Main R)
3. Computer 3 (Surround L)
4. Computer 4 (Surround R)
5. Wireless
6. CD return L
7. CD return R
8. Effect 1 ret L
9. Effect 1 ret R
10. Effect 2 return L
11. Effect 2 return R
12. Effect 3 return L
13. Effect 3 return R

DRESSING ROOMS

-1 dressing room with shower (near the place of performance, heated if necessary,
well lit, lockable or guarded, with chairs, a mirror, a WC)
-Bottles of water (minimum 4 small bottles for each performance)
-catering: bananas and other fruits, coke, water, fruit juice, coffee, chocolate,
sandwiches or snacks (vegetarian) for 5 persons during set-up and 2 hours before
performance
-2 towels
-hangers (10) for clothes, ironing board and iron

ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation and board for 6 people on the days of set up and performance
- 6 hotel rooms: 6 single rooms, min. 2 stars

TECNICAL STAFF

Set up takes approximately 12 hours and requires :
- 2 lighting technician (3 if light has not been prepared before we arrive)
- 1 sound technician
During the show
- 1 house technician familiar with venue
Duration of show: 65 minutes

Technical contact:
technic@w-h-s.fi

Ville Walo & Kalle Nio: Keskusteluja

Music list
(for author’s rights payment)
ALKU/KESKUSTELUJA 2:42

C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen C Samuli Kosminen

MATTA/KESKUSTELUJA 7:08

C Samuli Kosminen C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen

NAAMA/KESKUSTELUJA 3:50

C Samuli Kosminen

KARUKURA/KESKUSTELUJA 6:46 C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen AR Samuli Kosminen
LAULU/KESKUSTELUJA 1:58

C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen

KOSMON1/KESKUSTELUJA 3:10 C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen
ELE/KESKUSTELUJA 7:13

C Samuli Kosminen AR Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen

LAATIKOT/KESKUSTELUJA 5:37 C Samuli Kosminen C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen
ARKI/KESKUSTELUJA 4:42
KOSMON2/KESKUSTELUJA 4:39

C Samuli Kosminen
C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen C Samuli Kosminen

HUOPIKKAAT/KESKUSTELUJA 3:04 C Kimmo Pohjonen C Samuli Kosminen
NUKKEPOLKKA/KESKUSTELUJA 4:32 C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen C Samuli Kosminen
ELE2/KESKUSTELUJA 4:38

C Samuli Kosminen C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen

REAKTORI/KESKUSTELUJA 7:56 C Kimmo Olavi Pohjonen C Samuli Kosminen

